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 On summer evenings, Pedro would join his father out on the back porch to gaze through 
his telescope and examine the stars above. 
 It was Pedro's dad's job to (point, study, father) the stars.  He worked at the 
(observatory, stars, up) just down the road, peering through (would, a, but) gigantic 
telescope all night long.  On (his, say, their) nights off he worked on the (lucky, has, back)
porch of their house, and he (would, summer, didn't) mind if Pedro joined him. 
 Most (nights, above, year), Pedro and his dad just sat (seen, out, for) there looking up 
at the millions (of, on, the) stars.  Pedro loved it when his (road, dad, join) would point out 
distant galaxies and (comet, asteroids, watch). 
 "Pluto is the farthest planet from (his, but, the) sun," Pedro's father would tell him, "(the, 
and, were) it is the coldest planet in (our, discover, his) solar system." 
 "Mercury is the hottest," (knows, Pedro, planet) would say, and his dad would (dream, 
his, smile) and nod his head. 
 Last summer, (examine, Mercury, Pedro) and his father were lucky enough (to, at, 
before) watch a comet shoot across the (sky, could, night). 
 Pedro knows it has always been (the, their, his) father's dream to discover a comet 
(eye, of, across) his own, so whenever Pedro goes (galaxies, outside, he) at night, he 
searches the sky (to, look, for) a comet that no one has (ever, about, this) seen before. 
 Pedro's father was telling (him, their, believe) all about Jupiter one night, when (father, 
small, Pedro) caught a flash of white out (for, of, comet) the corner of his eye. 
 "Dad, (world, look, study)!" Pedro said and pointed.  "Do you (years, know, see) that?" 
 Pedro's dad jumped up and (went, in, called) to look through his telescope.  "I (don't,
could, around) believe it," he said.  "Pedro, come (own, morning, here).  Look at this." 
 Through the lens (by, his, of) the telescope, Pedro could see the (seen, night, people) 
sky.  He could see thousands of (stars, however, observatories) and galaxies that were 
millions and (distant, billions, to) of light years away.  He could (world, up, also) see a small 
streak of white (when, that, said) belonged to a comet with a (night, tail, pointed) of ice. 
 In the morning, Pedro's (dad, sky, come) called observatories around the world to (their, 
tell, seen) them about this discovery.  No one (else, is, person) had seen the comet.  The 
next (telescope, see, night) however, people from all over were (searches, that, looking).  It 
was agreed that a new (comet, small, ice) existed.  Pedro and his dad had (years, found,
loved) their own comet. 
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